DOOR DETAIL

1. DRILL 1.625 DIA THROUGH DOOR
2. 375/2.750 BACKSET

NOTE:
1. REFER TO TEMPLATE #004 FOR DEADBOLT DETAILS
2. REFER TO TEMPLATE #010 FOR STRIKE DETAILS
3. SCREW LENGTH AND TAILPIECE SPECIFICATIONS SHOWN ARE FOR 1 3/4" THICK DOORS. CONVERSION KITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THICKER DOORS.

THROUGH BOLT MOUNTING
10-32 PAN HEAD PH. X 1.875 LG. (2-REQ'D) (SHOWN IN THIS VIEW ONLY) (SECURES MOUNTING PLATE TO CYLINDER)

INSIDE

OUTSIDE

7-32 OX PH DOG POINT M/S X .625 LG. (2-REQ'D) (SECURES TURNPIECE ASSEMBLY TO MOUNTING PLATE)
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